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1. Executive Summary 

 

This report outlines the progress made from January – December 2023 by the Osiligi 

Charity Kenyan team in restoring hand-pumps in the rural district regions of Kenya. 

During this time, the team has restored 276 hand-pumps across 9 counties of Kenya as 

a result of Eagle Foundation funding, providing access to water to around 104,000 

people. The number of hand-pumps repaired in 2023 using EF funding exceeded the 

initial goal of 200-250. Despite the rising cost of materials and transport, the average 

cost of a repair was around 45p per person.  

 

2. Introduction  

 

The aim of the project is to continue to repair and restore non-functional hand-pumps 

that provide access to ground water to the rural communities of Kenya. The Osiligi 

charity has restored over 2300 hand-pumps since 2015.  However there are still many 

more to be repaired – probably in excess of 3000 – and each year many pumps break 

down. The cost of repairing a broken pump is about 20 times lower than that the cost of 

digging a new well, so it is a very cost-effective activity. 

By the end of 2022, the Eagle Foundation (EF) had supported the Osiligi charity for 4 

years, resulting in the repair of 799 pumps, benefiting around 236,000 people. The aim 

for 2023 was to repair a further 200-250 pumps with EF funding. This report outlines the 

progress achieved from January 1st until December 31st 2023. 

The Osiligi UK management team, and the team of 7 Kenyan water engineers who 

oversee the pump repairs, all work as volunteers. The charity does not pay the 

engineers a salary; however, the charity does contribute a small amount towards their 

education or the education of their children.  

Repairing hand pumps consists of the following steps: 

- Locate broken pumps 

- Ask the community to appoint a caretaker 

- Repair the pump with the help of the caretaker 

- Train the caretaker on basic repairs 

- Train the community how to generate a water economy from the pump (to pay for 

future repairs) 

- Record keeping and follow up.  

Rather than just repairing the broken pumps, it is paramount in each project that the 

charity gives the local community the resources (spares, knowledge and engineer 

contact details) so that they can perform their own basic repairs and maintenance in 

order to keep their pumps working for many years to come. 
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3. Identification and locations of broken pumps 

 

To locate the broken pumps, our team of Kenyan engineers work closely with local 

authorities, MPs, and word of mouth from the communities. Once identified, getting to 

site can be quite a challenge, often having to resort to getting out of the car and walking 

to the last stage (see the first photograph in Appendix 4). 

During 2023, the EF-funded pump repairs took place in 9 counties of south and south-

west Kenya (Figure 1). Each engineer is responsible for covering one or more regions. 

Figure 2 shows the number of EF-funded pump repairs undertaken in each county 

during 2023. In total, 276 pumps were restored during this period as a result of EF 

funding. 

 

Figure 1: The red arrows denote the 9 (of 47) Kenyan counties where pumps repairs 

took place during 2023. 
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Figure 2: EF-funded repairs during 2023 by location 

 

 

4. Pump repairs 

 

While we can repair any type of hand-pump, we concentrate on Afridev hand pumps as, 

once repaired, the caretaker can make simple repairs without the need of a winch. 

He/she is also trained in basic periodic maintenance and operation management due to 

the conditions imposed by the environment and how a community uses their pump. 

Appendix 2 shows the EF-funded hand-pump repairs in January 2023, and as can be 

seen in column M, these were all Afridev pumps. 

There are 5 categories of repair; A to E. Category A is a basic repair where the parts 

cost less than 5,000Ksh (£27). B will require a more extensive repair where more parts 

are needed up to a cost of 25,000Ksh (£136). A repairs and B repairs can be carried out 

by the community if they are available to receive training. Category C is a more 

extensive repair where risers and rods may have to be replaced, and these costs can 

be up to 50,000Ksh (£272). D is where the installation of a new pump is required should 
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the old one be beyond economic repair. E are where additional resources are needed 

for the repair, such as having to employ a contractor to fish out broken pipes, flush a 

borehole, broken or damaged plinths, or any civil works. These costs do not include the 

transport of materials and people to site, any accommodation and meals. 

Figure 3 shows that the vast majority of EF-funded repairs in 2023 fell into categories A-

C. 

 

Figure 3: Shows EF-funded repairs by category of repair. 

 

 

As noted above, a total of 276 pumps were repaired in 2023 as a result of EF funding. 

These repairs have resulted in the provision of clean water to 104,000 people. 

Therefore, the average number of beneficiaries per pump repair was 378 (Appendix 1).  

The average cost per beneficiary throughout 2023 was 45p. This is significantly lower 

than average cost of 70p in the first half of 2023. This was due to more beneficiaries per 

repair in the second half of 2023 compared to the first half for a similar expenditure 

(Appendix 1).  

By the end of 2023, there remained £134 in GBP and 1,308,096 KES (approximately 

£6,500), which is carried forward into 2024. The carry forward is mainly due to the 

greater exchange rate in the second half of the year (more KSH/GBP). Appendix 3 
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shows how the funding was spent across different categories, as compared to the 

estimated breakdown in the grant application. 

 

5. Data collection and verification  

 

Data is collected on every pump repaired, and this includes the following information: 

the date of repair, category of pump repair, the type of repair, type of pump, population 

served, the number of homes, the county, the village and pump name, exact location 

(latitude and longitude), whether the borehole is registered and community certificated, 

photographs, what is the alternative source (cost and distance), the depth and water 

column, and training. Importantly two caretakers are identified for each pump repair, 

and their names and phone numbers are also recorded, which allows the pump repair to 

be verified and followed up (see below).  

All this information is submitted by each Osiligi engineer on each of their repairs and is 

automatically collated onto a spreadsheet. Appendix 2 shows the data collected from a 

typical month (January 2023).  

At the end of every month, one member of our team has the responsibility to call a 

caretaker for each pump repaired in the preceding month. This is to verify that the pump 

is still working. In addition, it is the responsibility of each Kenyan engineer to post 

photos, with GPS coordinates, onto the Osiligi WhatsApp group. These is also verified 

by the above team member. 

It has not been possible for Eric McKinnon (UK-based), who manages the entire 

Kenyan repair team, to visit Kenya to audit the pump repairs since 2019, due to COVID 

restrictions. However, in March 2023, Eric was able to spend 2.5 months in Kenya 

auditing a representative set of pump repairs undertaken by the Osiligi charity in 2022. 

Forty (40) of the 176 (23%) pumps repaired using Eagle Foundation funding in 2022 

were visited and investigated: All were all found to be in good working order.  

  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1P7NmWTo2kOa3p9JielQrhovzIZWnTEprGORFa_UqyrE/edit#gid=64122664
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Appendix 1: EF-funded pump repairs 2023 
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Appendix 2: Pump repair record keeping  

(January 2023 as a representative month) 
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Appendix 3: Variance of expenditure across categories 
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Appendix 4: Photographs of typical pump repairs 

 

Access road to a rural pump repair 

       

 

Making a joint to fit a riser. 
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A typical hand-pump repair, restoring access to water. 

 

 

 


